
How to Sell Your Preowned Shoes and Make Some 

Extra Cash 

 

 

Are your closets filled with shoes you no longer wear? Turning your preowned footwear 

into additional cash is less demanding than you might think. With the booming demand for 

used shoes, there's a developing demand for tenderly worn shoes. Whether you have 

architectural heels, stylish shoes, or classic loafers, somebody out there is likely looking for 

precisely what you have. In this guide, we'll walk you through the process of offering your 

preowned shoes, from assessing and cleaning them to choosing the best stage and setting a 

competitive cost. Get prepared to declutter your space and cushion your wallet at the same 

time! Here are a few tips on how to offer your preowned shoes and make a little additional 

cash: 

1. Clean and Photograph Your Shoes: Before promoting your preowned shoes, ensure to 

clean them thoroughly. Use a tender brush or cloth to put off any dust or stains, and 

consider using shoe polish or cleaner to make them appear like new. Once your footwear is 
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clean, take clean, well-lit pictures of it from multiple angles. Potential buyers will need to 

check the condition of the footwear before making a purchase. 

2. Research the Value of Your Shoes: Before putting a price on your preowned shoes, 

study their cutting-edge marketplace price. Look up similar footwear on online 

marketplaces, which include eBay, Poshmark, or Depop, to get an idea of the price of shoes. 

Consider factors like emblem, fashion, circumstance, and rarity while figuring out the price 

of your shoes. 

3. Choose the Right Platform to Sell: There are numerous online platforms where you 

could promote your preowned shoes, together with dedicated shoe reselling websites like 

GOAT or StockX, in addition to popular marketplaces like eBay, Poshmark, and Depop. 

Choose a platform that suits your desires and alternatives, whether you need a short sale or 

are willing to look forward to the proper buyer. 

4. Write a Detailed Description: When listing your preowned footwear on the market, 

ensure to include a detailed description. Provide records of approximately the emblem, 

fashion, length, condition, and any top-notch features of the shoes. Be honest about any 

flaws or symptoms of wear to avoid any problems with the buyer. 

5. Set reasonable prices and be open to negotiation: Be realistic while setting the 

charge for your preowned shoes. Consider their situation, age, and market price when 

determining the price. If you are open to negotiation, mention it on your list to attract more 

potential customers. 

6. Promote Your Listing : To increase the perceivability of your list and draw in additional 

customers, promote your preowned footwear on social media or in online gatherings given 

to shoe exchanging. Utilize hashtags and labels to reach a larger gathering of people and 

possibly find the appropriate buyer for your footwear. 

 Conclusion 

 Selling your preowned footwear may be a profitable way to declutter and earn some extra 

money. By following these steps—comparing, cleaning, photographing, describing, 

choosing the right platform, pricing competitively, promoting, managing transactions 

securely, and shipping with care—you may maximize your possibilities of a successful sale. 

 


